
Alignment Systems
Solutions to reduce maintenance costs



PRUFTECHNIK, the inventor of laser shaft alignment, has over 30 years of 
experience in developing, manufacturing and applying laser-based alignment 
measurement systems. 
Our measurement systems are used in many different alignment applications of 
rotating machinery. In addition to shaft alignment products, we also offer various 
geometric  solutions that include: measurement of straightness and surface 
flatness, alignment of bores and turbine diaphragms, roll parallelism and live 
monitoring of positional change in machinery. The offered products and services 
help reduce machine downtime, making them real money-savers. The reduced 
outage increases productivity hence an instant payback on investment.

Industrial sectors covered

 � Power

 � Oil and Gas

 � Petrochemical and Refineries

 � Cement

 � Pulp and Paper

 � Coal

 � Marine and Shipping

 � Chemical and Pharmaceuticals

 � Water treatment and Sewage

 � Food processing

 � Steel

 � Automotive

 � Mining 

 � OEMs

 � Railroad

 � Contracting and Service

Our alignment expertise

 � Horizontal machines 

 � Vertical machines 

 � Coupled and uncoupled shafts 

 � Non-rotatable shafts 

 � Cardan drives 

 � Machine trains 

 � Shafts mounted on all types of 
bearings 

 � Spacer coupling 

 � Soft foot diagnosis 

 � Pipe strain

 � V-belt pulley and sprocket drives

 � Turbine and bore alignment

 � Permanent monitoring of  
machinery position changes

 � Long term monitoring of  
foundations

 � Measurement of surface  
flatness and structure  
straightness

 � High precision measurement of 
inclinations
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Precision alignment pays back
Rotating machinery is susceptible to misalignment. Machines that are well aligned 
at the commissioning stage and thereafter regularly maintained, will quickly 
reduce both plant operating and maintenance costs.
Laser precision alignment extends machine availability as the Mean Time Between 
Failure (MTBF) increases. It protects assets and increases product quality, as 
vibration is reduced to very low levels.
When misaligned, the loading of the shafts increases significantly due to the 
reaction forces created within the coupling, hence reducing efficiency and 
increasing energy costs.

Precision alignment guarantees:

 � Reduced energy consumption 

 � Reduction in bearing, seal, shaft and coupling failure

 � Reduced bearing and coupling temperatures

 � Reduced vibration

 � Reduced risk of shaft breakage 

 � Secure foundation bolts

 � Reduced machine frame distorsion 

Reduced energy consumption
Significant power savings can be achieved through accurate alignment. Precise 
alignment eliminates reaction forces and reduces energy consumption by up to 
10%.

Reduced incidence of repairs
Mechanical seal repairs decline by up to 65% when precision alignment is carried 
out on a regular basis.

Pump repairs
The rate of repairs declines by up to 30% when precision laser alignment becomes 
an integral part of the pump repair schedule. Maintenance costs are also reduced 
through lower parts expense and inventory levels.

Longer machine life
An inverse relationship exists between misalignment and bearing life. The smaller 
the offset the greater the bearing life.

The benefits of precision alignment 
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Shaft alignment

ROTALIGN® Ultra iS
Using the new patented 7-axis sensor system, 
ROTALIGN® Ultra iS handles even the most 
complex alignment task. The new intelligent 
measurement principle intelliSWEEP makes 
shaft alignment a snap. The integration of 
vibration check within sensALIGN® sensor 
allows the recording of machine vibration, 
before and after alignment, without any 
additional measuring equipment. 

OPTALIGN® smart RS5
The mid range modular system can be 
configured to meet your job requirements 
and budget. Thanks to its intuitive operation, 
ergonomic design and its many features, 
OPTALIGN® smart RS remains a sought-after 
measurement system in the maintenance of 
rotating machinery.

SHAFTALIGN® OS3
This entry level system sets new standards in  
functionality and simplicity of measurement 
within this segment. The system is also 
available with wireless Bluetooth® data 
transmission.

Belt alignment

PULLALIGN®

A laser device for fast and accurate alignment 
of pulleys, belt drives and other transmission 
equipment.
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Shaft alignment for 
hazardous areas

ROTALIGN® smart EX
This high-end laser shaft alignment system 
is designed for use in potentially explosive 
atmospheres. The package integrates the 
OPTALIGN® smart EX computer packed 
with powerful capabilities and the unique 
benefits of the 5-axis ROTALIGN® EX sensor 
measurement technology.

OPTALIGN®  smart EX
This ATEX/EX certified system is designed 
for use in severe maintenance environments. 
It possesses the same features level as the 
standard version OPTALIGN® smart.

ALIGNEO®  EX
This cost-effective alignment system is 
designed for use in hazardous areas. It 
merges precision alignment with simplicity 
and ease of use.

Shaft alignment brackets and shims

Shaft alignment brackets
PRUFTECHNIK offers a range of high quality 
and precise brackets for various alignment 
applications.

Shims
Precut shims are available in different sizes 
and thicknesses for immediate use. They 
eliminate hand cutting and are burr-free, 
ensuring fast, precise and safe correction 
during alignment. 
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ROTALIGN® Ultra iS
               the comprehensive  
         alignment platform

Shaft alignment

ROTALIGN® Ultra iS

Based on the patented 7-axis sensor system, 
ROTALIGN® Ultra iS handles any alignment 
task including machine trains with up to 
13 couplings, as well as most geometric 
applications.

Simultaneous multiple 
coupling alignment
The shaft alignment of machine trains with 
two or more couplings can now be achieved 
within the shortest possible time. With 
only one shaft rotation ROTALIGN® Ultra iS 
measures simultaneously and continuously, 
the alignment condition of up to five 
couplings. The corrections, monitored live, 
can be effected simultaneously on the entire 
machine train.

Live Trend 
The module monitors machine positional 
change over a defined period while at the 
same time measuring machine vibration, 
effectively determining and recording 
thermal growth, external influences, and 
most important machine data, particularly 
during run-up and coast down phases. 

Vibration acceptance check
ROTALIGN® Ultra iS vibration acceptance 
check measures and evaluates the vibration 
level according to machine classification 
threshold, to ensure that machines run 
without restrictions. 

RFID machine identification
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Geometric alignment

Bore alignment

CENTRALIGN® Ultra Expert 
This system has been specifically developed 
for alignment of steam and gas turbines 
and is used for precise alignment of internal 
elements of turbines such as bearing rings, 
diaphragms, inner shells and casings.

CENTRALIGN® Ultra Standard
The alignment of bores using a laser beam 
and patented universal pointer brackets 
eliminates mechanical play, optical and 
sag errors. It is the ideal system for repair 
and reconditioning of combustion engines, 
reciprocating compressors, and pumps. It 
is also ideally suited for the alignment of 
extruder barrels and stern tubes.

Straightness 

The combination of different laser compo-
nents and appropriate brackets allows the 
straightness measurement of a wide range of 
applications.

Flatness

LEVALIGN® Expert 
The measurement of surface flatness made 
simple; horizontal and vertical self-leveling 
spinning laser and a wide sensor detector 
range ensures quick one-man operation 
for a large variety of advanced industrial 
applications like flatness and parallelism of 
wind tower segment flanges or leveling of 
machine foundations. 

LEVALIGN® Ultra 
A rotating laser system used for accurate 
measurement of surface flatness, levelness 
and straightness.

Perpendicularity/Parallelism

PENTALIGN® 
PENTALIGN® is a high accuracy rotatable 
pentaprism. Used in combination with an 
external laser source it creates a precise 
perpendicular laser line or plane to the incident 
beam. It allows high precision measurement 
of perpendicularity and parallelism of axes 
and planes.

Geometric brackets

PRUFTECHNIK offers a large assortment of 
rigid and precise brackets specially designed 
for the above geometric systems to suit 
different industrial applications.

Long range laser

The stable and adjustable long range laser 
can be used for geometric applications up to 
50 metres.

ROTALIGN® Ultra iS
               the comprehensive  
         alignment platform
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INCLINEO®

The system measures angularity at different 
positions to a very high degree of accuracy on 
a surface enabling exact profile computation 
of machined surfaces. In combination with 
easy-to-mount bracketing, it measures the 
inclination along edges, borders and even on 
vertical shafts. Its rotatable housing makes it 
possible to take measurements at any angular 
position even overhead. The integrated 
wireless technology ensures flexibility during 
measurements.

PERMALIGN®

This laser system measures and monitors 
continuously, and in real time, alignment 
changes of rotating machinery during 
operation. It can measure the absolute 
move of a machine or the relative move 
between coupled machines. It may be used 
for permanent monitoring or for just the 
necessary time to determine positional 
change from cold to hot or vice versa.

HYDRALIGN®

This hydrostatic measurement system is used 
for long term monitoring of settlement of 
foundations, as well as plants and machinery. 
Its modular construction allows it to be 
configured to suit customer needs on site.

Industrial alignment
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Foundation settlement

Turbine alignment 

Flatness measurement

Shaft alignment

Monitoring position changes

PC-Software

ALIGNMENT CENTER software
This Windows® based PC software platform 
for all PRUFTECHNIK Alignment instruments 
and applications, is used to prepare, analyze, 
organize and archive measurement files and 
print off professional customized reports.   
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Induction heaters

EDDYTHERM®

The EDDYTHERM® product line is designed 
for proper assembly of bearings, couplings 
and gears. 

Repair / Calibration

Quality of service
The PRUFTECHNIK Alignment high-tech 
lab is the heart of our development. 
Everyday, sensors, lasers and new systems 
are developed, tested and produced to the 
highest quality. 
Because we care about the quality of our 
products and our customers' needs, we have 
established service centres worldwide to 
ensure that customers are always taken care 
of quickly at all times.

Training

Customized product training
In depth training courses and seminars are 
available to ensure maximum proficiency and 
efficiency in the use of all of our systems and 
their applications.
Contact your local representative for further 
support:

 � Product-specific training
 � After-sales service and equipment rental
 � Software and firmware upgrades
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Machinery services

In addition to offering leading-edge alignment products, 
we also provide a range of high-end alignment services. 
Our dedicated experts assist you in the overhaul of large 
and complex machinery, as well as in large scale alignment 
projects such as the construction and installation of new 
turbines.  
Our services include shaft alignment, monitoring of positional 
changes, geometric alignment and turbine alignment.

Shaft alignment service
Our highly experienced professionals offer service in complex 
rotating machinery alignment applications. The service can 
be expanded to continuous displacement measurement using 
PERMALIGN®, an online non-contact system. 

Turbine alignment service
Our specialized turbine teams possess extensive experience in 
the installation and overhaul of steam and gas turbines.

Geometric alignment services
Using specially developed systems, our service teams carry 
out geometric measurements. These include: straightness, 
surface flatness and levelness, settlement in foundations and 
analysis of machine geometry. 

Roll alignment service
Our roll alignment team uses PARALIGN®, a system that 
operates on inertial measurement technology to accurately 
align rolls in the paper, converting, metal, foil and printing 
industries. The result is improved product quality and 
reduction in manufacturing costs. 

Solutions to reduce maintenance costs



LASER RADIATION

AVOID EXPOSURE - Laser radiation 
is emitted from this aperture

C A U T I O N
DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM

CLASS 2 LASER PRODUCT

ALIGNEO®, CENTRALIGN®, EDDYTHERM®, HYDRALIGN®, INCLINEO®, LEVALIGN®, OPTALIGN®, PARALIGN®, PERMALIGN®, PULLALIGN®, ROTALIGN®, sensALIGN®, intelliSWEEP® and 
SHAFTALIGN® are registered trademarks of PRÜFTECHNIK Dieter Busch AG. No copying or reproduction of this information, in any form whatsoever, may be undertaken without 
express written permission of PRUFTECHNIK Dieter Busch AG. The information contained in this leaflet is subject to change without further notice due to the PRÜFTECHNIK policy of 
continuous product development. PRÜFTECHNIK products are subject to patents granted or pending throughout the world. ISO 9001:2008 certified. 
© Copyright 2015 by PRÜFTECHNIK Dieter Busch AG.

PRÜFTECHNIK
Condition Monitoring GmbH
Oskar-Messter-Str. 19-21
85737 Ismaning, Germany
Tel.: +49 89 99616-0
Fax: +49 89 99616-200
info@pruftechnik.com
www.pruftechnik.com

A member of the PRUFTECHNIK Group D
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INDEPENDENCE 
Align your machines with a twist, 
no matter the coupling play and 
correct them both horizontally and 
vertically at the same time.

An unlimited detector range to 
measure any rotating machinery 
under any condition with any rotation 
constraint.

Why pay for what you do not require? 
Use the right modular system 
adapted to suit your needs and budget.

Wherever you are, we are close. Contact us.

INTELLIGENCE 
A user friendly interface guides 
you through the complete alignment 
process step by step until completed.

Think different – an alignment is an 
ellipse and not a simple circle. To 
create an ellipse you need more than 
3 measurement positions.

Shoot a HD movie instead of simply 
taking individual pictures – SWEEP 
continuous measurement mode 
automatically measures hundreds of 
positions during shaft rotation.

   UALITY 
Made in Germany with attention to 
detail to work under extreme environ-
mental conditions.

Up to 2048 sampled points at each 
of the 128 different measurement 
positions for quality results – to over-
come problem conditions such as vibra-
tion of adjacent machinery.

The only system that lets you check 
the repeatability and quality of the 
measurements – so you can trust the 
results.

– The proof under the surface

... with only one laser.
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P R O V E N   Q U A L I T Y

Made in Germany

Global Presence

Qualified Support

Quality Service


